Potomac Valley Irish Wolfhound Club
Irish Wolfhound Specialty
Conformation/Obedience/Rally
Celebrating Our 25th Anniversary

Sunday and Monday, April 1 & 2, 2012,
at Harford County Equestrian Center (HCEC),
608 North Tollgate Rd, Bel Air, MD 21014-2482
All Judging will be outdoors - Show Hours: 7 AM to 7 PM each day
Welcome to our 25th anniversary annual specialty show. Thank you to our exhibitors, breeders, handlers, club members, friends, and spectators for your participation and support as you are what makes us successful.

Thank you to our Specialty judges, Dr. Robert D. Smith (Conformation), Ms. Janelle Romond (Sweepstakes), and Ms. Janet Lewis (Obedience & Rally). Thank you for joining us as we bring this wonderful breed before you to examine.

Thank you to Carole Silverthorne, Jodie Jeweler, Linda King, Lisa McKinney, the Show Committee, and all the PVIWC members for all their hard work and dedication that it took to put this show together. A special thank you to the club members that went out and did the research and investigation that it took to find a new location for our show this year.

If you have any questions, concerns, or need help of any type, please do not hesitate to ask at the information table or any member of the PVIWC.

Please Enjoy the Show, Best Wishes and Good Luck to All!

Christina Kallay
President
www.pviwc.org
CATALOGUE (MARKED)
Twenty –Fifth Annual Specialty Show, Sweepstakes
Twentieth Obedience Trial & Seventh Rally Trial
(unbenched)

The Potomac Valley Irish Wolfhound Club
(American Kennel Club Licensed)

Harford County Equestrian Center (HCEC)
608 North Tollgate Rd, Bel Air, MD  21014-2482

Sunday & Monday, April 1 & 2, 2012
Conformation—All Dog Classes and Bitch Classes through Amature Owner Handler on Sunday
Remaining Conformation Classes on Monday
Sweepstakes, Obedience Trial & Rally Trial on Sunday

All Judging Will Be Outdoors
Show Hours: 7:00 AM to 7:00 PM—Each Day
Puppy Classes Divided

Boutique open only on Sunday
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President ..............................................................................................................................Christina Kallay
Vice President ......................................................................................................................Diane Hartney
Treasurer .................................................................................................................................Gary Van Nest
Secretary ....................................................................................................................................Susan Morfit
10509 Mercado Way, Montgomery Village MD 20886-3910
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Carole Silverthorne, Jodie Jeweler, Lisa McKinney, Anne Flanigan, Rob Maloy

Event Committee
Show Chairperson .................................................................Christina Kallay
1253 Old Dorsey Rd., Harmans, MD 21077, (443) 570-7076
Obedience & Rally Chairperson .................................................................Jodie Jeweler
230 Dubois Rd., Annapolis, MD 21401, (410) 266-8062
Show Secretary ........................................................................................................ Carole Silverthorne
19267 Greggsville Rd., Purcellville VA 20132-4337, (540) 454-3364

Officers of the Club and Members of the Board of Directors

Committees
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22 Lilac Drive, Mechanicsburg, PA 17050-3169 (717) 766-3125
Announcements .................................................................Anne Flanagan
Grounds and Property ................................................................. Tom Hartney, Rob Maloy, Gary Van Nest
Boutique ................................................................................................................................. Bob Brehl
Catalogue Sales .............................................................................................................. Joe and Lynn O’Leary
Catalogue Editor/Design ................................................................................................. Paul Plummer
Raffle Sales .......................................................................................................................... Jodie Jewler
Chief Ring Steward ......................................................................................................... Peter Van Brunt
Ring Steward .......................................................................................................................... Diana Vreeken
Chief Obedience Steward ............................................................................................... Gary Sarvinas
Catalogue Distribution .................................................................................................Lynn O’Leary

Official Show Photographer
Steve Surfman Photography
(Only the Official Photographer may be in the ring to take win photos)

Veterinarian on Call
Animal Emergency Hospital ......................................................................................(410) 420-PAWS (7297)
807 Bel Air Road Bel Air, Md 21014
“Exhibitors should follow their veterinarians’ recommendations to assure their dogs are free from internal and external parasites, any communicable diseases, and have appropriate vaccinations.”

Judges
Breed Classes ...................................................................................................................... Dr. Robert D. Smith
PO Box 309 St Stephens Church VA 23148-0309 (804) 769-0113
Obedience and Rally ........................................................................................................ Ms Janet Lewis
7269 Loop Rd, Huntington PA, 16652 (814) 667-2127
Sweepstakes .................................................................................................................. Ms Janelle Romond
11465 Orphanage Rd, Wakeman, OH 44889-9561 (440) 965-5699
Program of Judging

There are 166 dogs entered in this specialty show with a total entry of 233 including 5 Obedience and 15 Rally entries. For your convenience the following class divisions have been carefully tabulated, however, neither the Club nor the Show Secretary assumes responsibility for absolute accuracy.

Sunday, April 1, 2011
Ring One
**Sweepstakes - 9:00**
Judge: Ms Janelle Romond
- 2 Jr 6-9 Mo Dogs
- 5 Jr 9-12 Mo Dogs
- 8 Sr 12-15 Mo Dogs
- 1 Sr. 15-18 Mo Dogs
- 5 Jr 6-9 Mo Bitches
- 6 Jr 9-12 Mo Bitches
- 7 Sr 12-15 Mo Bitches
- 6 Sr 15-18 Mo Bitches
- Best in Sweepstakes
- Best of Opposite Sex to Best in Sweepstakes
40 Total Entries

Sunday, April 1, 2011
Ring One
**Conformation - 1200**
Judge: Dr. Robert D. Smith
- 2 Puppy 6-9 Mo Dogs
- 5 Puppy 9-12 Mo Dogs
- 9 12-15 Mo Dogs
- 2 15-18 Mo Dogs
- 4 Novice Dogs
- 1 A-O-H Dogs
- 9 B.B.E. Dogs
- 6 Am-Bred Dogs
- 8 Open Dogs
- Winners Dog
- 6 Puppy 6-9 Mo Bitches
- 7 Puppy 9-12 Mo Bitches
- 8 12-15 Mo Bitches
- 6 15-18 Mo Bitches
- 10 Novice Bitches
- 3 A-O-H Bitches
87 Total Entries

Sunday, April 1, 2011
Ring One
**Obedience - 9:00**
Judge: Ms Janet Lewis
- 9:00 Open A (1 dog) 350
- 9:10 Novice B (2 dogs) 351,352
- 9:35 Beginner's Novice B (2 dogs) 353,354
5 Total Entries

Sunday, April 1, 2011
Ring Two
**Rally - 10:00**
Judge: Ms Janet Lewis
- 10:00 Excellent walk-through
(A 10 minute walk through will be allowed for all Excellent handlers without their dogs)
- 10:10 Excellent B (3 entries) 360,361,362
- 10:20 Advanced A&B walk-through
(A 10 minute walk through will be allowed for all Advanced handlers without their dogs)
- 10:30 Advanced A (2 entries) 363,364
- 10:34 Advanced B (1 entry) 365
- 10:45 – Novice A & B walk-through
(A 10 minute walk-through will be allowed for all Novice handlers without their dogs)
- 10:55 Novice A (7 entries)
366, 367, 368, 369, 370, 371, 372
- 11:05 Novice B (2 entries) 373,374
15 Total Entries

Sunday, April 1, 2012
Ring One
**Conformation - 1200**
Judge: Dr. Robert D. Smith
(Judge may take a 45 minute lunch break at his discretion.)
- 8 Veteran 6+ Years Dogs
- 13 Veteran 6+ Years Bitches
- 14 B.B.E. Bitches
- 10 AmBred Bitches
- 11 Open Bitches
- Winners Bitch
- 21 Best of Breed Competition (8 - 13)
- Best Puppy
- Best Bred By Exhibitor
- Best Head
- 4 Stud Dogs
- 2 Brood Bitches
- 4 Brace
87 Total Entries

Monday, April 4, 2011
Ring One
**Conformation - 9:00**
Judge: Dr. Robert D. Smith
- 8 Veteran 6+ Years Dogs
- 13 Veteran 6+ Years Bitches
- 14 B.B.E. Bitches
- 10 AmBred Bitches
- 11 Open Bitches
- Winners Bitch
- 21 Best of Breed Competition (8 - 13)
- Best Puppy
- Best Bred By Exhibitor
- Best Head
- 4 Stud Dogs
- 2 Brood Bitches
- 4 Brace
87 Total Entries
Accommodations

Please indicate to hotel that you are with PVIWC or the Irish Wolfhound show in order to get special rate:

Best Western Invitation Inn 1709 Edgewood Road, Edgewood, MD 21040
(410) 679-9700  $66/night, plus pet fee ($15)

Clarion Hotel 980 Hospitality Way, Aberdeen, MD 21001
(410) 575-7195  $109/King $119/Double

Complimentary RV parking is available at the Harford County Equestrian Center. Electric hookups are available for $30. Please contact Carole Silverthorne (540) 338-8916 or e-mail wolfeez@comcast.net for information. There are more than two dozen sites around the park with electrical hookups, BUT it's only 20 amp. The plugs are standard home three-prong plugs. Converters are needed to prevent the breakers from being thrown. About ten sites have hoses for water hookups.

Bar Harbor RV & Marina  4228 Birch Ave, Abingdon, MD
From $49 per day. Pet friendly, on the water, full hookups, pool, playground

There are chain motels in the area that accept dogs, but some have high pet fees advertised in one place, but not another. Advice is to check with the chains you prefer.

Directions To The Show

Harford County Equestrian Center (HCEC)
608 North Tollgate Rd, Bel Air, MD  21014-2482

I-95 to Exit 77B MD24 N/Vietnam Vets Memorial Hwy toward Bel Air. Turn Left onto US-1-BR/Baltimore Pike. Turn Right on N Tollgate Rd. After .4 miles, 608 N Tollgate Rd, Harford County Equestrian Center is on the left

I hereby certify to the correctness of the within marked awards and absentees, as taken from the Judges books.

Carole Silverthorne, Show Secretary
Ribbon Prizes

Regular Breed Classes

First Prize ............................................Blue Rosette
Second Prize .........................................Red Rosette
Third Prize ....................................... Yellow Rosette
Fourth Prize .....................................White Rosette
Winners ...........................................Purple Rosette
Reserve Winners .......... Purple and White Rosette
Best of Winners .............. Blue and White Rosette
Best of Breed ................. Purple and Gold Rosette
Best of Opposite Sex
To Best of Breed ........ Red and White Rosette
Best Puppy In
Puppy Classes .............. Dark Green Rosette

Non-Regular Breed Classes

First Prize ........................................... Rose Rosette
Second Prize ........................................ Brown Rosette
Third Prize ...................................... Light Green Rosette
Fourth Prize ..................................... Grey Rosette
Best in Sweepstakes ...... Pink and Green Rosette
Best of Opposite Sex
To Best in Sweepstakes ...... Lavender Rosette

Regular Obedience/
Optional Titling Classes

First Prize ............................................Blue Rosette
Second Prize .........................................Red Rosette
Third Prize ....................................... Yellow Rosette
Fourth Prize .....................................White Rosette
Highest Scoring Dog in Regular Obedience Classes ...... Blue and Gold Rosette
Highest Combined Score in Open B & Utility Classes........ Blue and Green Rosette

Rally Regular Classes

First Prize ............................................Blue Rosette
Second Prize .........................................Red Rosette
Third Prize ....................................... Yellow Rosette
Fourth Prize .....................................White Rosette

Non Regular Obedience and Rally Classes

First Prize ............................................Blue Rosette
Second Prize .........................................Red Rosette
Third Prize ....................................... Yellow Rosette
Fourth Prize .....................................White Rosette

Conformation Classifications
Regular Classes for Irish Wolfhounds

Puppy Dogs — 6 months and under 9 months
Puppy Dogs — 9 months and under 12 months
Dogs — 12 months and under 15 months
Dogs — 15 months and under 18 months
Novice Dogs
Amateur-Owner-Handler Dogs
Bred by Exhibitor Dogs
American-Bred Dogs
Open Dogs
Winners Dogs
(Same Classes for Bitches)

Amateur-Owner-Handler Eligibility
For dogs that are at least six months of age that are not champions. Dogs must be handled in the class by the registered owner of the dog. This class is restricted to exhibitors who have not, at any point in time, been a professional dog handler, AKC approved conformation judge, or employed as an assistant to a professional handler. Additionally, members of the immediate family or household of a current professional handler are ineligible for this class (as defined in Chapter 11, Section 13, AKC Rules for Dog Shows)
Obedience Trial Classes

Please Note: January 1, 2009 Obedience Regulations Chapter 1, section 3, Jump Heights required with entry. Include Jump Height on entry form with class. Entries without jump height will be judged at the end of the class.

Qualifying Score Required for All Prizes in Regular & Optional Titling Classes “Dog” means either sex. **No refund for bitches in season.** Move-ups will be allowed. Jump Heights will be in Descending Order.

CLASSIFICATIONS: REGULAR CLASSES; Novice Class A; Novice Class B; Open Class A; Open Class B; Utility Class A; Utility Class B

OPTIONAL TITLING CLASSES:

- Beginner's Novice Class A
- Beginner's Novice Class B
- Graduate Novice Class
- Graduate Open Class

NON-REGULAR CLASSES:

- Brace Class
- Veterans Class (6 years old or older)
- Pre-Novice Class

---

Rally Trial Classes

Please Note: January 1, 2009 Obedience Regulations, Chapter 1, Section 3, Jump Heights required with entry. Include Jump Height on entry form with class. Entries without Jump Height will be judged at the end of the class.

Qualifying Score Required for All Prizes in Regular Classes “Dog” means either sex. **No refund for bitches in season.** Move-ups will be allowed. Jump Heights will be in Descending Order.

CLASSIFICATIONS:

- Regular Classes: Rally Novice Class A; Rally Novice Class B; Rally Advanced Class A; Rally Advanced Class B; Rally Excellent Class A; Rally Excellent Class B

---

These events will be open from 7:00 AM until 7:00 PM April 1-2, 2012.

Videotaping may occur by local news media. All rights to TELEVISE, VIDEOTAPE, ADVERTISE, PHOTOGRAPH, PROMOTE or otherwise exploit these events are vested in the Club, or in persons to whom assignments of such rights have been made in writing by the club. All persons and animals on the Showground at any time while the show is in progress, do by attending these events or participating therein, grant to the Club the right to photograph, televise, videotape, audiotape or otherwise use their likeness or voice in any manner without further release or consent.

Exhibitors must be governed by any rules or regulations of civil authorities and regulations of Harford County Equestrian Center. Responsibility is urged in the use of alcoholic beverages.

The Potomac Valley Irish Wolfhound Club, the Show Committee, the Show Secretary, their agents, employees, etc., assume no responsibility for any loss, damage, or injury sustained by exhibitors, handlers, or any of the dogs or property, and further assume no responsibility for injury to children.

Declination of Entries: The PVIWC may decline any entry for cause and may refuse to receive or may remove any dog on account of disease, viciousness or other cause and no one shall have any claim or recourse against the PVIWC or any official thereof.
All Trophies must be claimed before the closing of the Show, at which time they become forfeited. None will be mailed.

This Club does not agree to arbitrate claims as set forth on the Official AKC Entry Form for these events.

No Practicing is Allowed in the Show Rings at Any Time.

Dogs may arrive at any time prior to their scheduled time of judging. Dogs not required for further judging will be excused.

Judges will not wait for any dog holding up a class. Owners or agents alone are responsible for the presence of their dogs in the judging ring when their classes are called to be judged.

All dogs present must be held on leash or confined to their crates except when being judged or when in the exercising pen.

No gasoline or diesel generators are permitted inside any building or within 100 feet of any tent in which this dog show is conducted.

As specified in Chapter 12, Section 4 of the AKC Rules for Dog Shows, information contained on the entry form is required to be published in the Club’s show catalogue. This information is also subject to publication in other media.

Entry Fees shall not be refunded in the event that a dog is absent, disqualified, excused by Veterinarian or Judge, or barred from competition by action of the event’s Show Committee. If, because of riots, wars, strikes, civil disturbances, national emergencies, health emergencies, and the dictates of law enforcement or of the owner(s) of the grounds and/or facilities or other acts beyond the control of the management it is impossible to complete the show, no refund of entry fee will be made. Extreme weather conditions, such as, but not limited to, snow storms, hurricanes, lightning, extreme heat, heavy rains, or other circumstances including, but not limited to, the condition of the facilities or grounds and/or the ingress and egress from the grounds, must be considered for the health and safety of the dogs, exhibitors and spectators. The well-being of dogs, exhibitors and spectators is of paramount importance and, in the event it is necessary to cancel or stop the show before completion, no refund of entry fee will be made.

No refund for bitches in season in Obedience and/or Rally Classes.
TROPHIES
Each of the Challenge Trophies is offered by the individuals listed through the PVIWC for competition at its Specialty Shows only. For permanent possession, the trophy must be won three times by the exact same owner (or breeder, for those awarded to the winning dog's breeder), not necessarily with the same dog, nor at consecutive shows. These Challenge Trophies are to be held by the Club until the next Specialty Show. A memento (indicated by *) may be awarded to these challenge trophy winners to commemorate their win.

SWEEPSTAKES PRIZES

Best in Sweepstakes
Cookie jar with IW relief offered by Joanne Giordano.

Best of Opposite Sex to Best in Sweepstakes
Crystal Vase with IW relief offered by Rosemary Wortman.

BREED PRIZES

Best of Breed.
Mantle clock w/ IWs on case offered by Mary O’Malley in honor of Karen Malone.
The Ch. Stoneybrook Konjur Challenge Trophy: A Sculpted IW Head on a Wooden Plaque offered by Judy Simon.
*Goblet with Celtic Design offered by Van & Susan Morfit.

Breeder of Best of Breed.
*Goblet with Celtic Design offered by the Jeweler Family.
Challenge Trophy: An Original Oil Painting offered by Mrs. Sorcha R. Wilde, Witchesbroom in memory of Jacqueline Karpinski.
Challenge Trophy: The IWCA Founders Trophy, Polished Pewter Loving Cup offered by the Irish Wolfhound Club of America in honor of its Founders: Mr. & Mrs. Charles Daly, Mr. & Mrs. Robert Hare Davis, Mr. & Mrs. Elisha Francis Riggs, Mr. Norwood Browning Smith, and Mr. & Mrs. L. O. Starbuck

Best of Opposite Sex to Best of Breed.
Framed metal relief of 2 IWs offered by Ard Rhi, Linda King.
The Paddy O'Leary Memorial Challenge Trophy: A Waterford Vase offered by Robert & Deirdre Brehl.
*Goblet with Celtic Design offered by Robert Brehl.
Breeder of Best of Opposite Sex to Best of Breed.
Challenge Trophy: A Waterford Vase offered by Linda & Herb Savage in loving memory of CH. St. Leger Mear (Meaghan) and St. Leger Buachaill Mor (Gavin).
*Goblet with Celtic Design offered by Linda & Herb Savage.

Best of Winners.
Slate Welcome Plaque with IWs offered by Anne Flanigan.
The Baileglas II Challenge Trophy: A Waterford Vase offered by the late Mrs. John A.K. Donovan.
*Goblet with Celtic Design offered by Bill & Lisa McKinney.

Breeder of Best of Winners.
Challenge Trophy: A Waterford Vase offered by Linda & Herb Savage in loving memory of CH. St. Leger Abylara F. CH. (Abby) and St. Leger Moanbane (Alanna).
*Goblet with Celtic Design offered by Linda & Herb Savage.

Winners Dog.
Oak photo holder with inlaid IW offered by Dee & Gary Van Nest.
*Goblet with Celtic Design offered by Glenn H. & Sandy Myer.

Winners Bitch.
Oak photo holder with inlaid IW offered by Cecelia Hoffman and Bryan Conner, Blair Irish Wolfhounds.
*Goblet with Celtic Design offered by Glenn H. & Sandy Myer.
Challenge Trophy: A Waterford Vase offered by Linda & Herb Savage in loving memory of Gregg Gagliardi & St. Leger Penumbra (Taladh) in hope that they are running together in heaven.
*Goblet with Celtic Design offered by Linda & Herb Savage.

Reserve Winners Dog.
Belleek vase offered by Karen Malone

Reserve Winners Bitch.
Belleek vase offered by Rob & Terri Maloy
Bred by Exhibitor Dog.
First, Dee Brehl Memorial Challenge Trophy: Bronze Irish Wolfhound Statue on Wooden Base commissioned from Debbie Engle and offered through the great generosity of Jodie, Al & Judie Jeweler.
*Goblet with Celtic Design offered by the Jeweler Family.

American-Bred Dog.
First, Challenge Trophy: A Waterford Bowl offered by Tom & Diane Hartney in memory of CH Carrickaneena Liam O’Cu (Dude).
*Goblet with Celtic Design offered by Tom & Diane Hartney.

Open Bitch.
First, Ch. Tir Na Nog Challenge Trophy: A Waterford Sailboat offered by Tom & Diane Hartney in loving memory of Ch. Carrickaneena Tir Na Nog.
*Goblet with Celtic Design offered by Tom & Diane Hartney.

American-Bred Bitch.
*Goblet with Celtic Design offered by Carole Silverthorne.

Bred by Exhibitor Bitch.
First, Stoneybrook Slaine Sophia Challenge Trophy: A 5” Waterford Harp offered by Judy Simon.
*Goblet with Celtic Design offered by Sheila & Danny Martin.

Veteran Dogs.
First, Challenge Trophy: Waterford Crystal Goblets offered by Bill and Lisa McKinney in loving memory of Jericho's Michaleen O'Flynn (Micky) and Blair’s Beguiler of Taralyn (Colin).
*Goblet with Celtic Design Offered by Bill and Lisa McKinney
First, First Aid Kit - offered by Pam Grasso in memory of Keegan.

Breeder of Veteran Dog
First, Challenge Trophy: Waterford Garland Bowl offered by Carole Silverthorne in memory of Bud.
*Goblet with Celtic Design offered by Carole Silverthorne
Veteran Bitch.
First, Challenge Trophy: Waterford Crystal Marquis Cake Plate offered by Bill and Lisa McKinney in celebration of the lives of all veteran Irish Wolfhounds. *Goblet with Celtic Design Offered by Bill and Lisa McKinney
First, First Aid Kit - offered by Carole Silverthorne in memory of Cagney, Murphy, Bridie, and the rest.

Breeder of Veteran Bitch.
First, Challenge Trophy: Waterford Lismore Pitcher offered by Carole Silverthorne.
*Goblet with Celtic Design offered by Carole Silverthorne.

Best Bred by Exhibitor.
Challenge Trophy: Bronze Irish Wolfhound Statue on Cherry Base offered by the friends of Sam Ewing III in memory of Samuel Evans Ewing III.
*Goblet with Celtic Design offered by Robert Brehl.

Best Puppy.
Photo of Irish Brigade Memorial offered by Tammy Aube.
Challenge Trophy: The Aerie Trophy for Best Puppy, a crystal bowl on a wooden base, offered by Doug Marx & Amy Benjamin
*Goblet with Celtic Design offered by Doug Marx & Amy Benjamin.

Best Head.
Challenge Trophy: A Painting offered by Glynis Littlewood.
*Goblet with Celtic Design offered by Glynis Littlewood.

Stud Dog.
First, Ceramic Plate w/ IW Puppies offered by Christina Kallay.

Brood Bitch.
First, Ceramic Egg Plate offered by Jeff Cline and Rick Devor in honor of Amelia.

Class Prizes:
First place: IW Head Ornament.
Second place: Celtic Themed Bookmark.
Third place: English Slip Lead.
Fourth place: Shamrock Wine Stopper.
Awards of Merit.
The regular class conformation judge, at his discretion, may choose up to one out of every 10 Irish Wolfhounds (Dogs or Bitches) who have competed in Best of Breed Judging that show exceptional merit as deserving of an Award of Merit. Best of Breed, Best of Opposite Sex, Winners Dog and Winners Bitch are not eligible for an Award of Merit. Each Award of Merit will receive a rosette offered by Robert Brehl.

Obedience Trial Classes.
A dark green Qualifying Score rosette will be given to each dog receiving a qualifying score, offered by the PVIWC through the generosity of Janet Queisser.

Obedience Prizes.
High in Trial; Framed metal relief of IW and Celtic Warrior, offered by Joanne Buehner Brown, DVM in memory of Fred, Cait, Rory, Maddy, Kerry, Derek, Ernie, Donia, C’est La, Viva and Dallara.
Highest Scoring Dog in Regular Classes: Polished Pewter Revere Bowl Challenge Trophy offered by Joanne Buehner Brown.
First in all regular classes: ceramic shamrock plaque.
First through Fourth in each Regular Class: Rosette offered by Tom and Susan Hertz.
Highest Scoring Champion of Record in Obedience: Stained glass notepad holder
Highest Scoring dog with a Lure Coursing Title: Stained glass box
First in each Non-Regular Class: Ceramic Celtic bread warmer

Rally Trial Classes.
Rally Prizes.
First Through Fourth in Each Regular Rally Class: Rosette offered by Judie and Al Jeweler.
First place in all regular classes: Slate shamrock plaque.
High scoring Ch. of Record in Rally trial: Celtic coasters.
High Scoring dog in Rally trial with Lure Coursing title: Silver 8 x 10 frame.
Rosettes
First through Fourth in Each Sweepstakes Class:
Rosette offered by Linda Young.

First through Fourth in Each Puppy & 12 to 18 Months Classes:
Rosette offered by Tammy McNeely-Aube.

First through Fourth in Each Novice Class:
Rosette offered by Dee & Gary Van Nest.

First through Fourth in Each Amateur-Owner-Handler Class:
Rosette offered by Robert Brehl.

First through Fourth in Each Bred by Exhibitor Class:
Rosette offered Diane Reba.

First through Fourth in Each American-Bred Class:
Rosette offered by the McMullen family, DePaul’s Urban Farm.

First through Fourth in Each Open Class:
Rosette offered by Gabi Schneidman, Lindenhall.

First through Fourth in Each Veteran Class:
Rosette offered by Bill & Lisa McKinney.

First through Fourth in each Regular Obedience Class:
Rosette offered by Tom and Susan Hertz.

First Through Fourth in Each Regular Rally Class:
Rosette offered by Judie and Al Jeweler.
For us, 2011 was a year of sad losses...
but also a year of happy additions

Wishing all of the PViw competitors Good Luck!
Bill, Lisa, Tessa, Memphis, Spenser & Ebony McKinney
Sweepstakes
Judge: Ms. Janelle Romond

I, with my mother, Betty Rosen, have raised many champion Scottish Deerhounds and Irish Wolfhounds under the kennel name Salutary. We were blessed to have the foundation of the breeds originate from Gayle Bontecou (Gayleward) and Sam Ewing III (Eagle).

After active showing as a teen, I worked for outstanding professional handlers: Bobby Barlow, Ted Young Jr, and Johnny Paluga. Working with Elliott Weiss had a profound effect of teaching me showmanship, animal husbandry, and details of preparing each individual dog for the ring. I have been fortunate to have made many lifetime friends in the dog world, some dating back to Junior Showmanship years!

My professional career as an Advance Practice Psychiatric nurse in the Veterans Administration and my family have become priority, so I don’t have time to show much anymore. I still have two Irish Wolfhounds and a German Shepherd with my husband. I am also interested in Psychiatric service dogs, search and rescue work, and Schutzhund.

Irish Wolfhounds. Sweepstakes.
Puppy, 6-9 Months Dogs.
First, $ 7.87  Second, $ 6.44

2 301 EIRIAN’S ALL JAZZED UP.

1 303 KELLAMORE STARKEEPER JAKE.
   Dog. Owner: Janet Quiesser.
Irish Wolfhounds. Sweepstakes.

Puppy, 9-12 Months Dogs.
First, $15.29  Second, $10.75  Third, $ 7.15  Fourth, $ 3.58

2 305 ROCKHART SUSPICION.

1 307 ARD RHI’S AEGG OF ARAN.
   Dog. Owner: Linda King & Margaret LaRosa.

4 309 R NOBLE WYO’S GATSBY OF EAGLE.

A 311 R NOBLE WYO’S GREYSTONE OF EAGLE.

3 313 CUGEIN TYRIAN O’TAIRISEM.
   Dog. Owner: Kathy & Dwayne Yorke.

First, $22.88  Second, $17.16  Third, $11.44  Fourth, $5.72

315 TALIESIN’S REALTA GHEAL I BODACH.

317 TALIESIN’S REALTEOLAI OF WIDEVIEW.

3 319 DUN MYRICA NO FOOLIN’ EAGLE OF ARD RHI.
   Dog. Owner: Linda King.

1 321 DUN MYRICA NO FOOLIN’ I’M EAGLE.
   Dog. Owner: Sam Houston McDonald.

4 323 R NOBLE GHASPER OF EAGLE.
   Dog. Owner: Sam Houston McDonald.

325 RIVERSONG’S PEACE & LOVE.
   Dog. Owner: Julia Dolan Green & Cynthia Patterson.

327 R NOBLE GHETT OF EAGLE.
   Dog. Owner: Joe & Kathy Roland.

2 329 RIVERSONG’S LOVE TO BURN.
   Dog. Owner: Cynthia & Dave Patterson.
First, $ 7.87  Second, $ 6.44

2 331 REDTOPS BRENNIAM SOUTHERN COMFORT.

1 335 O’MURCHADHA’S BOROMIR.
      Dog.  Owner: Judith Chantelois & Brynley Dolman & Pamela Murphy

Irish Wolfhounds. Sweepstakes.
Puppy, 6-9 Months Bitches.
First, $ 14.30  Second, $ 10.72  Third, $ 7.15  Fourth, $ 3.58

2 302 EIRIANS PIZAZZ.
      Bitch.  Owner: Mary Ellen & Jack Shriver.

304 EIRIANS JAZZ FUSION.
      Bitch.  Owner: Mary Ellen & Geoffrey Shriver.

1 306 CARAGLEN BERWYCK NO MERCY.

3 308 KELLAMORE STARKEEPER EMMA.

4 310 EIRIAN’S ANNORA.
      Bitch.  Owner: Susan Montgomery.

Irish Wolfhounds. Sweepstakes.
Puppy, 9-12 Months Bitches.
First, $ 17.16  Second, $ 12.87  Third, $ 8.58  Fourth, $ 4.29

312 MANDALA’S KELTIE OF SHANCARRICK.

1 314 ARAN’S AMELIA OF ARD RHI.
      Bitch.  Owner: Margaret LaRosa & Linda King.

2 316 R NOBLE GRANDIN OF EAGLE.
      Bitch.  Owner: Sam Houston McDonald.

3 318 CUGEIN CHENIN BLANC O’TAIRISEM.
      Bitch.  Owner: Kathy & Dwayne Yorke.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Breed</th>
<th>Owner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>RIVERSONG'S LOTTA LOVE.</td>
<td>Bitch</td>
<td>Cynthia &amp; Dave Patterson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ROCKHART RAPHAELA REQUIEM.</td>
<td>Bitch</td>
<td>Lynn M Simon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>MACCAURA BESS.</td>
<td>Bitch</td>
<td>Deirdre McCarthy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ARNTARA GRETCHEN O'MACCAURA.</td>
<td>Bitch</td>
<td>Dorothy Arn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R NOBLE GABRIELLE OF EAGLE.</td>
<td>Bitch</td>
<td>Darryl L Meeks &amp; Lynne W Meeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R NOBLE A GLIMPSE OF EAGLE.</td>
<td>Bitch</td>
<td>Joe &amp; Kathy Roland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PRAIRIE CREEK SUMMERHILL SOLO.</td>
<td>Bitch</td>
<td>Constance Smalley &amp; Donna Brown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Irish Wolfhounds. Sweepstakes.

12-15 Months Bitches.

First, $20.02  Second, $15.02  Third, $10.01  Fourth, $5.01
Irish Wolfhounds. Sweepstakes.
15-18 Months Bitches.
First, $17.16  Second, $12.87  Third, $ 8.58  Fourth, $ 4.29

A  338 GERTIE OF AERIE.
   Bitch. Owner: Doug Marx & Amy Benjamin.

4  340 GRIN OF AERIE.
   Bitch. Owner: Doug Marx & Amy Benjamin.

2  342 GALENA OF AERIE.
   Bitch. Owner: Doug Marx & Amy Benjamin.

A  344 REDTOPS MAIREAD.
   Bitch. Owner: Rosemary E Wortman.

3  346 KELLYKERRY KEYNOTE OF AERIE.
   Bitch. Owner: Doug Marx & Amy Benjamin & Glenn Myer.

1  348 KELLYKERRY KINDLE OF AERIE.
   Bitch. Owner: Glenn Myer.

Best In Sweepstakes  348
Opposite Sex to Best In Sweepstakes  307
Whimsical Art in many breeds
Matted & Framed Prints
Coasters and more!

301.685.1239

saraenglanddesigns.com

Best of luck to all exhibitors at the 2012 PVIWC Specialty!

Mary O'Malley Photography
Regular Dog Classes
Judge: Dr. Robert D. Smith

Irish Wolfhounds. Puppy, 6-9 Months Dogs.
Offered by Robin & Chris Coen and Mary Ellen & Jack Shriver in memory of Clare.

1 5 EIRIAN’S ALL JAZZED UP. HP41279807. 08/02/2011.
Breeder: Mary Ellen Shriver. By: DC Eirian Cool Jazz Running, RN, SC, CGC - Eirian’s All That Jazz, SC, CGC. Dog.
Owner: Robin & Chris Coen & ME Shriver.

2 7 KELLAMORE STARKEEPER JAKE. HP41638902. 09/02/2011.

Irish Wolfhounds. Puppy, 9-12 Months Dogs.
Offered by Judith Chantelois in memory of Belle, Boris, Kelly & Rowan.

3 9 ROCKHART SUSPICION. HP42424601. 04/24/2011.

1 11 ARD RHI’S AEGG OF ARAN. HP40856702. 04/24/2011.

2 13 R NOBLE WYO’S GATSBY OF EAGLE. HP40738506. 04/24/2011.

A 15 R NOBLE WYO’S GREYSTONE OF EAGLE. HP40738507. 04/24/2011.

4 17 CUGEIN TYRIAN O’TAIRISEM. YL419109. 06/21/2011.
Irish Wolfhounds. 12-15 Months Dogs.
Offered by Carnasserie, Reg. in appreciation to the PVIWC Show Committee.

19 TALIESIN’S REALTA GHEAL I BODACH. HP39974503. 03/07/2011.
Owner: Celeste Atkinson & Donna & David Smith.

4 21 TALIESIN’S REALTEOLAI OF WIDEVIEW. HP39974505.
Owner: David & Margie Milne & Donna Smith.

1 23 DUN MYRICA NO FOOLIN’ EAGLE OF ARDRHI. HP40738402.
Owner: Linda King.

3 25 DUN MYRICA NO FOOLIN’ I’M EAGLE. HP40738401. 04/01/2011.
Owner: Sam Houston McDonald.

27 R NOBLE GHASPER OF EAGLE. HP40223301. 02/14/2011.
Owner: Sam Houston McDonald.

29 TALIESIN’S DEA-MHIOTAIL. HP39648902. 01/26/2011.

31 RIVERSONG’S PEACE & LOVE. HP40063005. 01/14/2011.
Owner: Julia Dolan Green & Cynthia Patterson.

33 R NOBLE GHETT OF EAGLE. HP40223302. 02/14/2011.
Owner: Joe & Kathy Roland.

2 35 RIVERSONG’S LOVE TO BURN. HP40063001. 01/14/2011.
Irish Wolfhounds. 15-18 Months Dogs.
Offered by Tom & Susan Hertz.

1  37  O’MURCHADHA’S BOROMIR. HP39283705. 11/17/2010.


Irish Wolfhounds. Novice Dogs.
Offered by Joe & Kathy Roland.

1  43 BLACKWING STARKEEPER TEGANN. HP39849001. 07/15/2010.

2  45 ROCKHART PENANCE. HP37576101. 05/17/2010.

3  47 CARRICKANEENA ANTAINE DUBH. HP39087501. 09/10/2010.

3  49 ST LEGER WOOD QUAY. HP37006609. 02/22/2010.

Irish Wolfhounds. Amateur Owner Handler Dogs.
Offered by David B. Williamson.

1  51 SCHAEFFER’S POWERFUL DAGDA. HP38456609. 09/05/2010.
Irish Wolfhounds. Bred By Exhibitor Dogs.
Offered by Margaret LaRosa, Aran Irish Wolfhounds, in honor of Samuel Evans Ewing 3rd.


Irish Wolfhounds. American Bred Dogs.
Offered by Bill & Lisa McKinney
in loving memory of Gracie, Sammy, Morgan and Teddy.

3 73 STARKEEPER GLENAMADDA FYRENZE OF GRYFFINDOR.

A 75 GLADSTONE'S VALENTINO. HP34825207. 07/14/2009.

1 77 SHANACHIE-N-WOLFHAVEN’S TNT. HP35852702. 10/02/2009.

2 81 O’LUGH HARPER OF BLACKWATER. HP38422003. 07/26/2010.

4 85 ST LEGER HOLLES. HP37006610. 02/22/2010.

Irish Wolfhounds. Open Dogs.
Offered by Diane Cameron Reba

87 GLENAMADDA ZAREK O’BELTANE. HP32143002. 07/04/2008.

3 89 CARRICKANEENA TULLAMORE DEW. HP37554903. 01/25/2010.
Breeder: Michele Martino & Andrea Dormady & Michael Dormady.  
By: CH Wolfhaven Ain’t No Fool To OLugh - CH O’Lugh Buckeye Carmina. Dog. Owner: Michele Martino.


TALIESIN’S WHEATEN WYNCHER. HP26960207. 07/30/2007.  

RIVERLAWN EXIT OF AERIE. HP37571901. 03/09/2010.  

ST LEGER LASCAUX. HP38384707. 07/17/2010.  


Winners Dog: 11 Reserve: 61 Points 5 Dogs 38

Division 3 Point Scale For Dogs:

2 = 1 Pt 3 = 2 Pts 4 = 3 Pts 6 = 4 Pts 9 = 5 Pts
SIGN UP NOW FOR HEART TESTING AT THE IWCA NATIONAL SPECIALTY SHOW AT PURINA FARMS. DISCOUNTS OFFERED FOR ALL VETERANS! DETAILS AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE - WWW.IWFUNDATION.ORG

PLEASE PARTICIPATE IN OUR SILENT AUCTION FUNDRAISER AT THE PVIWC SPECIALTY ON MONDAY. WE HAVE LOTS OF GREAT ITEMS TO BID ON.
Regular Bitch Classes
Judge: Dr. Robert D. Smith

Irish Wolfhounds. Puppy, 6-9 Months Bitches.
Offered by Joe & Donna Pitt.

6  EIRIANS PIZAZZ. HP41279809. 08/02/2011.
   Breeder: Mary Ellen Shriver. By: DC Eirian Cool Jazz Running -
   Eirian's All That Jazz. Bitch. Owner: Mary Ellen & Geoffrey Shriver.

4 8  EIRIANS JAZZ FUSION. HP41279808. 08/02/2011.
   Breeder: Mary Ellen Shriver. By: DC Eirian Cool Jazz Running -
   Eirian's All That Jazz. Bitch. Owner: Mary Ellen & Geoffrey Shriver.

1 10 CARAGLEN BERWYCK NO MERCY. HP41574205. 07/03/2011.
   Breeder: Bev & Sue Stobart & Robert & Gretchen Bernardi. By: CH
   Pennybright Wigeon - CH Caraglen Berwyck Dark Promise. Bitch.
   Owner: Bev & Sue Stobart & Gretchen Bernardi.

3 12 KELLAMORE STARKEEPER EMMA. HP41638901. 09/02/2011.
   Breeder: Owners. By: Starkeeper Glenamadda Fyrenze of Gryffindor SC
   - Kellamore Starkeeper Kona CD, RA, NAP, OJP. Bitch.
   Owner: Joanne Buehner Brown & Jocelyne Gagne.

A 14 INISHKEEN FOMHAIR SNEACTA MUDD CLAN. HP41312801.
   08/04/2011. Breeder: Karen L James & Gregory C Kennett. By:
   Owner: Cindy Mudd-Pohl & Kenneth C Pohl Sr.

2 16 EIRIAN'S ANNORA. HP41279801. 08/02/2011.
   Breeder: Mary Ellen & Jack Shriver. By: Eirian's Cool Jazz Running -
Irish Wolfhounds. Puppy, 9-12 Months Bitches.
Offered by Robert & Estelle Flynn.

18  MANDALA'S KELTIE OF SHANCARRICK. HP41170902.  
Owner: Robert & Estelle Flynn.

20  ARAN’S AMELIA OF ARD RHI. HP40856703. 04/24/2011. 
Breeder: Margaret LaRose & Art King & Linda King. 
By: CH Maximilian Fionnmae - CH Aran's Aobh Of Ard rhi. Bitch. 
Owner: Margaret LaRosa & Linda King.

1  MANILA'S EVELYN OF SHANCARRICK. HP41165601.  
Owner: Robert & Estelle Flynn.

4  R NOBLE GRANDIN OF EAGLE. HP40738502. 04/24/2011. 

24  CUGEIN CHENIN BLANC O’TAIRISEM. YL419108. [ CKC ].  

26  ROSSLARE'S ROISIN O'RIVERSONG. HP40858001. 04/04/2011. 
Owner: Glynis Littlewood.

28  ARAN’S ALIZA OF ARD RHI. HP40856704. 04/24/2011. 
Owner: Margaret LaRosa & Linda King.

30  CASTLEKEEPER STONEYBROOK AMAZING GRACE. 
Owner: Alice Kneavel-Craley & Judy Simon.
Irish Wolfhounds. 12-15 Months Bitches.
Offered by the O'Learys.

4 32 ROCKHART RAPHAELA REQUIEM. HP40459001. 01/12/2011.

34 MACCAURA BESS. HP40406904. 03/17/2011.
Breeder: Deirdre McCarthy & Cynthia & Dave Patterson.
By: CH Dun Myrica Speaker Of Eagle - MacCaura Spirit Of Porka.
Bitch. Owner: Deirdre McCarthy.

3 36 ARNTARA GRETCHEN O'MACCAURA. HP40406911. 03/17/2011.
Breeder: Deirdre McCarthy, Dave Patterson & Cynthia Patterson. By:
Owner: Dorothy Arn.

38 TALIESIN'S REALTA SCUAIBE. HP399974501. 03/07/2011.
Breeder: Donna & David Smith. By: CH Taliesin's Sualice JC -

40 R NOBLE GABRIELLE OF EAGLE. HP40223314. 02/14/2011.
Breeder: Joseph Roland & Kathy Roland & Sam Houston McDonald.
Owner: Darryl L Meeks & Lynne W Meeks.

2 42 R NOBLE A GLIMPSE OF EAGLE. HP40223303. 02/14/2011.
Breeder: Joe & Kathy Roland & Sam Houston McDonald.
Owner: Joe & Kathy Roland.

A 44 PRAIRIE CREEK SUMMERHILL SOLO. HP42024401. 02/23/2011.
Breeder: Bambi Madson Rabe & Constance Smalley.
By: CH Hound Hll Taggerty - CH Prairie Creek Cantata JC. Bitch.
Owner: Constance Smalley & Donna Brown.

1 46 RIVERSONG'S LOTTA LOVE. HP40063002. 01/14/2011.
Breeder: Cynthia & Dave Patterson. By: CH Caraglen Travis McGee -
Irish Wolfhounds. 15-18 Months Bitches.
Offered by David B. Williamson.


Owner: Doug Marx & Amy Benjamin.

Owner: Doug Marx & Amy Benjamin & Glenn Myer.


Irish Wolfhounds. Novice Bitches.
Offered by David B. Williamson.

60 BALLYHARA CHEVONNE. HP30038001. 04/05/2008.
Owner: Lisa Dube & Bob Forman.

Owner: Barbara Galbraith & Richard Merzon.
1  64  ROCKHART PALOMA. HP37576102.  05/17/2010.  

66  MACCAURA LULU. HP37425102.  02/02/2010.  

68  DUNCORMICS FIONA OF KELLYKERRY. HP34497610.  

70  CARRICKANEENA ANLON DUBH. HP39087502.  09/10/2010.  


74  GALENA OF AERIE. HP39408102.  10/26/2010.  

76  GLENAMADDA STARKEEPER CLODAGH. HP38189801.  

78  STARKEEPER FITZWICK C'S LEGACY. HP38895101.  04/25/2010.  
Irish Wolfhounds. Amateur Owner Handler Bitches.
Offered by the McMullen Family & DePaul’s Urban Farm
in memory of Art King.

  Breeder: Robert J & Deirdre Brehl. By: Athair Crionna O’Ros -

1 82 STARKEEPER KELLAMORE KARLOTTA. HP36088203. 05/21/2009.
  Breeder: Jocelyne Gagne & Susan Prokopenko. By:
  Glenamadda Starkeeper Armagh - Starkeeper Glenamadda Victoria.
  Bitch. Owner: Joanne Buehner Brown & Jocelyne Gagne &
  Susan Prokopenko.

A 84 REDTOPS AMANDA’S FEIRIN. HP34919001. 05/14/2009.
  Breeder: Rosemary E Wortman. By: Redtops Corwyn - Redtops
  O’Murchadh Amhra. Bitch.
  Owner: Rosemary Wortman & Amanda J Murphy.

Irish Wolfhounds. Bred By Exhibitor Bitches.
Offered by Margaret LaRosa, Aran Irish Wolfhounds,
in honor of Samuel Evans Ewing 3rd.

86 STARKEEPER GLENAMADDA KAYTE. HP36088204. 05/21/2009.
  Breeder: Owners. By: CH Glenamadda Starkeeper Armagh -
  Starkeeper Glenamadda Victoria JC. Bitch.
  Owner: Jocelyne Gagne & Susan Prokopenko.

A 88 BALLYHARA DARLEY. HP32092204. 08/21/2008.
  Breeder: Ballyhara, Lisa Dube Forman, Bob Forman. By: CH Rosslare’s

1 90 SHANCARRICK’S ASSUMPTA. HP35937301. 09/10/2009.
  Breeder: Robert & Estelle Flynn. By: CH Moloney’s Andrew -

92 ARMAITIU NONA OF EAGLE. HP35164807. 05/31/2009.
  Breeder: Elizabeth Bono & Sam Houston McDonald. By: CH Dun
  Owner: Sam Houston McDonald & Joe M Roland.

94 WARWICK TEACHT OF AERIE. HP36051102. 10/04/2009.
  Breeder: Dane Emerson St Clair & Glenn Myer & Audrey E St Clair.
  Owner: Dane Emerson St Clair & Audrey E St Clair.
CASTLEMAINE’S CARLOTTA. HP36795002. 01/14/2010.

WOLFHAVEN AFFAIR TO REMEMBER. HP31759702. 03/29/2008.

TALIESIN’S WYLDE RUM RUNNER. HP26960203. 07/30/2007.

ERINWOOD CHARLOTTE. HP37037504. 02/21/2010.

GLENREAGH R NOBLE OF EAGLE. HP76990001. 05/26/2007.

OP AL OF AERIE. HP37556202. 01/19/2010.

ROSSLARE’S MERCEDES RISING STAR. HP31851904. 08/18/2008.

KELLYKERRY PEONY OF AERIE. HP23867506. 10/15/2006.

CARRICKANEENA GREENORE. HP37554902. 01/25/2010.
Irish Wolfhounds. American Bred Bitches.
Offered by the McMullen Family & DePaul’s Urban Farm
in memory of Art King.

114 SHANCARRICK’S TEGWYN. HP35937302. 09/10/2009.

2 116 MYTHIC’S RITAGREEN OF GLADSTONE. HP34825206.
By: CH Wolf Tone Ike - CH Gladstone’s Come Fly With Me. Bitch.
Owner: Anne Linden & Raven-Wolf Axelrod & Roger Johnson.

A 118 WYVERN BERWYCK ABRACCIO DEL LUPO. HP38654402.
Owner: R & G Bernardi & Melanie Mercer, D.V.M..

1 120 WYVERN BERWYCK BACIO DEL LUPO. HP38654401. 06/23/2010.
Owner: R & G Bernardi & Melanie Mercer, DVM.

A 122 ARD RHI R NOBLE CAOILFHIONN OF EAGLE. HP35261502.
Owner: Sam Houston McDonald & Joe & Kathy Roland.

124 ROCKHART OKELANI JC. HP37576003. 04/05/2010.

126 HANNIE OF WARWICK. HP36051101. 10/04/2009.
Breeder: Dane Emerson St Clair & Glenn Myer & Audrey E St Clair.
Owner: Dane Emerson St Clair & Audrey E St Clair.

4 128 WOLFHAVEN OLYMPIA OF AERIE. HP37556203. 01/19/2010.
Breeder: Amy Benjamin, Doug Marx, & Donita Osborne.
Owner: Doniat Osburne & D. Marx & Amy Benjamin.
3  130  O’LUGH JUNO OF BLACKWATER.  HP38422004.  07/26/2010.
    Owner:  Donna Sula & Jennifer Sula.

132  JULY OF AERIE.  HP32593001.  11/03/2008.

Irish Wolfhounds.  Open Bitches.
Offered by Diane Cameron Reba

4  134  GLENAMADDA STARKEEPER CHEVONNE.  HP38139802.
    Owner:  Jocelyne Gagne & Susan Prokopenko.

A  136  BALLYHARA CINNEIDE.  HP30038002.  04/05/2008.
    Owner:  Lisa Dube & Bob Forman.

1  138  GLADSTONE’S MAEVE FC.  HP34825208.  07/14/2009.
    Breeder:  Betty Johnson,  Roger Johnson & Christine Johnson.
    By:  CH Wolf Tone Mike  -  CH Gladstone’s Come Fly With Me.  Bitch.
    Owner:  Betty Johnson & Roger Johnson & Christine Johnson.

140  SHANCARRICK’S DERULA.  HP33602503.  03/02/2009.
    Owner:  Robert & Estelle Flynn.

142  SCHAEFFER’S SWEET MORMIRIGAN.  HP36359201.  11/03/2009.

2  144  BERWYCK CARAGLEN GRACE UNDER FIRE.  HP36173302.
    08/12/2009.  Breeder:  Dr Robert & Gretchen Bernardi.
    Owner:  Bev & Sue Stobart & Gretchen Bernardi.
146 ROCKHART NADAHALIA JC.  HP31279904.  07/18/2008.
   Breeder: Lyn & Christiana Simon.  By: CH Rockhart Anthem -

3 148 KELLYKERRY JUNE OF AERIE.  HP36488902.  11/02/2009.
   Breeder: Owners & Andrea Dormady.  By: CH Kellykerry Emmit Of
   Owner: Doug Marx & Amy Benjamin.

150 SHELLANE’S EIBHLIN AT CUGEIN.  HP37767403.  05/21/2010.
   Breeder: Claire Morrison & Maria Lubera.  By: CH Wolfhaven’s Fools
   Brick O’Gold - CH Druid Rock Shellane’s Skylark JC.  Bitch.
   Owner: Kathy & Dwayne Yorke.

A 152 GLENAMADDA ECHO OF STARKEEPER.  HP38943202.
   By: GCH Starkeeper McEnroe Of Limerick - CAN CH Glenamadda

154 ARAGORN CECILIA O’TAILSTORM.  HP30523804.  04/17/2008.
   Breeder: C. Leanne & Paul Howard.  By: CH Tailstorm Karontara
   Owner: Frances Abrams & C. Leanne Howard.

Winners Bitch 120 Reserve 138 Points 5 Bitches 58

Division 3 Point Scale For Bitches:

2 = 1 Pt  4 = 2 Pts  6 = 3 Pts  9 = 4 Pts  14 = 5 Pts
Irish Wolfhounds. Veteran Dogs.
Offered by Jill Bregy in memory of CH Wildisle Lionheart

Judge: Dr. Robert D. Smith
Each non-placing participant in the Veterans classes will be awarded a rosette through the generosity of George and Jeanette Luther in honor of their health and longevity.


Irish Wolfhounds. Veteran Bitches.
Offered by Betty & Roger Johnson in honor of all the Gladstone Hounds.

Judge: Dr. Robert D. Smith
Each non-placing participant in the Veterans classes will be awarded a rosette through the generosity of George and Jeanette Luther in honor of their health and longevity.

A 154 CH WILDISLE SPICEMATE TARALEA SAGE. HP17996505.
By: CH Brie All Eyes On Me - CH Wildisle Emeraldisle Spicemate.
Bitch. Owner: Jill Bregy & Susan Blakeley.

A 156 CH WILDISLE SPICEMATE CHARMER, CGC. HP17996504.
By: CH Brie All Eyes On Me - CH Wildisle Emeraldisle Spicemate.
Bitch. Owner: Jill Bregy.

1 158 US/CAN CH ROCKHART HERESY. HP17479602. 08/05/2005.
By: CH Rockhart Anthem - Rockhart Wanja. Bitch.
Owner: Lynn Simon.

160 CH SIDHE'S STELLA OF ARD RHI. HP16914702. 07/30/2005.

162 TALIESIN'S LASA BELLA. HP17759009. 08/20/2005. Breeder:

164 CH KINDRED'S MYTHIC LADY ANU. HP10316916. 06/14/2004.

2 166 CH GUFFAW OF AERIE. HP17436203. 07/28/2005.

4 168 DC CARRICKANEENA SLAN LEAT MC, LCX, FCH. HN01158401.
3  **CH GLADSTONE’S COME FLY WITH ME, JC. HP14366302.**

A  **ROSSLARE’S JANE OF BALLYHARA. HP15967802. 04/02/2005.**

174  **GLENAMADDA STARKEEPER UNAHORME. HP21387801.**

176  **CONNEMARA’S PAGAN HOLIDAY. HP19203904. 01/19/2006.**

A  **CH TOMAHAWKE KOYAANISQATSI GEMINI. HP16504703.**
Best Of Breed Competition.
Judge: Dr. Robert D. Smith

Irish Wolfhounds. Best Of Breed Dogs.

SEL 71 BIG HILL IKE. HP36939101. 11/24/2009.

79 CH KELLCASTLE NESKOWIN. HP26588402. 07/08/2007.

83 R NOBLE FOR PETE'S SAKE OF EAGLE. HP26990004. 05/26/2007.


125 CH PENNYBRIGHT WIGEON. HP35030501. 04/11/2009.

AOM 127 GCH DUN MYRICA LYRE OF EAGLE. HP35216903. 06/08/2009.
129  CH CASTLEMAINE’S BRAM OF SIDHE.  HP34658301.  06/13/2009.  

131  GCH TALIESIN’S WILLOW’S GLYMPSE.  HP2690201.  07/30/2007.  

133  CH PITLOCHRY’S EDRIC.  HP379987021.  02/01/2010.  

135  GCH CARRICKANEENA AN FIRIC ARIS.  HP27411901.  05/19/2007.  

137  CH HOUND HILL TAGGERTY.  HP30350302.  05/12/2008.  
Irish Wolfhounds. Best Of Breed Bitches.

186 CH GLADSTONE’S WICCA. HP32208401. 10/25/2008.


190 DC CARRICKANEENA CRIONNACHT DARCY SC. HP22223001. 02/22/2006.


194 CH GORDON OF AERIE. HP21537501. 06/22/2006.

Best Of Breed: __111__
Best Of Opposite Sex To Best Of Breed: __188__
Best Of Winners: __120__
Select Dog: __71__ Select Bitch: __158__
AOM: __127__, __194__
Best Puppy: __11__
Best Bred By Exhibitor: __61__
Best Veteran: __111__
Best Head: __90__
Stud Dog.
Offered by Ben Carter in memory of Buster.

Judge: Dr. Robert D. Smith

Irish Wolfhounds. Stud Dog.


Brood Bitches.
Offered by Jill Bregy in memory of CH Wildisle Firebird.

Judge: Dr. Robert D. Smith

Irish Wolfhounds. Brood Bitch.


Brace.
Offered by Brenda Skalski.

Judge: Dr. Robert D. Smith

Irish Wolfhounds. Brace.

76 GLENAMADDA STARKEEPER CLODAGH. HP38189801.
Owner: Jocelyne Gagne & S. Prokopenko.

130 GLENAMADDA STARKEEPER CHEVONNE. HP38139802.
Owner: Jocelyne Gagne & Susan Prokopenko.

51 GLENAMADDA STARKEEPER CONNERY. HP38139804.
Owner: Audrey Wright & J. Gagne & S. Prokopenko.

174 GLENAMADDA STARKEEPER UNAHORME. HP21387801.
Owner: Audrey Wright.

90 SHANCARRICK’S ASSUMPTA. HP35937301. 09/10/2009.

140 SHANCARRICK’S DERULA. HP33602503. 03/02/2009.
Owner: Robert & Estelle Flynn.

13 R NOBLE WYO’S GATSBY OF EAGLE. HP40738506. 04/24/2011.
Owner: Charlotte Nelson & Steve Witman.

15 R NOBLE WYO’S GREYSTONE OF EAGLE. HP40738507.
Owner: Charlotte Nelson & Steve Witman.
Irish Wolfhound Association of the Delaware Valley wishes PVIWC a great show!

Join us for our 32nd Specialty Show
Oct 7-8, 2012

Conformation Judge: Dr. Frederic Maison DVM
Cottenchy, France
http://culann.free.fr

Sweepstakes Judge: Gwedalee Centeno
Chicago, Illinois

Saturday, Oct 6th -
LGRA straight racing
Puppy Training Match
Barbecue Luncheon

Sunday, Oct 7th -
Sweepstakes and Conformation judging
IWF Heart Testing

Monday, Oct 8th -
Conformation judging
Leprechaun Toss

We will be at the same headquarters hotel in Morgantown, PA. However, we are moving the show about 5 miles up the road to a lovely new location with “real” bathrooms, a permanent pavilion and as before - loads of parking. We will still have a LGRA field for the Saturday events too. Details will follow soon.
PVIWC PAST BEST OF BREED - CONGRATULATIONS

1988
BROGAUN SOLO
Owner: Mildred Koschara
JUDGE: Mrs. Jill R. Bregy, Wild Isle

1989
CH. KARN'S FION MAC RUA OF EAGLE
Owners: Jacqueline Karpinski & Samuel Evans Ewing, 3rd
JUDGE: Mrs. Thomas Powers, Powerscourt

1990
CH. STARKEEPER'S CIARA OF JONCARRA
Owners: Margaret Carty & Joann Giordano
JUDGE: Dr. Asa Mays

1991
CH. KARN'S FION MAC RUA OF EAGLE
Owners: Jacqueline Karpinski & Samuel Evans Ewing, 3rd
JUDGE: Mr. J. Council Parker

1992
CAN. AM. CH. STARKEEPER'S LADY CAMBERINGOLD
Owner: Mrs. J. M. Ivanovskis
JUDGE: Mrs. Mary Majors, Major Acres

1993
ARMAGH'S FEAR DLI OF CYPRESS
Owner: Ben Carter, Esquire
JUDGE: Mr. Joel Samaha, Meadowbrook

1994
CH. STONEYBROOK ATREYU
Owners: Judith A. & Lynn M. Simon, M.D.
JUDGE: Mr. Gordon Crane, Seplecur

1995
CH. WINDCHASER MAELOR
Owners: Michael & Kathy Demers & Linda Waldbillig
JUDGE: Mrs. Irmgard de Haan, De Ruempol

1996
CH. TRIUMPH'S HONOR OF WHITEHALL
Owners: Mr. and Mrs. Frank R. Dean, Jr.
JUDGE: Mr. James G. Reynolds

1997
KELLYKERRY KASSI OF EAGLE
Owner: Glenn H. Myer
JUDGE: Mrs. James Edward Clark

1998
CH. ERINWOOD WHYSK OF EAGLE
Owners: Samuel Evans Ewing, 3rd & Pamela J. Paloma
JUDGE: Mr. Anthony Killykeen Doyle

1999
STONEYBROOK SLAINE SOPHI
Owners: Judith A. & Lynn M. Simon, M.D.
JUDGE: Mrs. Deborah Tebbutt

2000
CH. ERINWOOD MAENACH OF EAGLE
Owners: Samuel Evans Ewing, 3rd & Pamela J. Paloma
JUDGE: Mr. John R. Briggs

2001
STONEYBROOK SLAINE SOPHIA
Owners: Judith A. & Lynn M. Simon, M.D.
JUDGE: Mrs. Sorcha R. Wilde
PVIWC PAST BEST OF BREED - CONGRATULATIONS

2002
CH. ARANNWOOD VIKING
Owners: George Adams & Pam Paloma
JUDGE: Mrs. Elizabeth C. Murphy

2003
CH. ARANNWOOD VIKING
Owners: George Adams & Pam Paloma
JUDGE: Ms. Els Swelheim-Kruisinga

2004
CH. GARBH AERIE OF EAGLE
Owners: Samuel Evans Ewing III & Sam Houston McDonald
JUDGE: Dr. Eric Liebes

2005
CH. TALIESIN’S LLENLLEAWG, CGC
Owners: Karen Malone & Donna Smith
JUDGE: Mr. Michael Canalizo

2006
CH. BRIMSTONE MICHAELA
Owners: Donna Smith & Laurie Morris
JUDGE: Mrs. Judith Orsi

2007
RATHKEALE’S VENUS
Owners: Christy K. Call
JUDGE: Ms. Jocelyne Gagne

2008
CH KELLYKERRY EMMIT OF AERIE
Owners: Glenn H. Myer
JUDGE: Ms. Sue Cole

2009
WOLFHAVEN AIN’T NO FOOL TO O’LUGH
Owners: Andrea & Michael Dormady & Donita Osborne
JUDGE: Ms Marion A Finney

2010
CH WOLFHAVEN DON’T GO BREAKIN MY HEART
Owners: Donita Osborne
JUDGE: Mr Espen Engh

2011
CH GUFFAW OF AERIE.
Owner: Doug Marx & Amy Benjamin.
JUDGE: Dr. Anne Gallant

Please take a look at our Boutique this Sunday.
Only open Sunday.
Congratulations to Corky on earning his CD & RA titles!  
(9/24/11 & 2/25/12) Now on to CDX, RE & CH!  
Corcaigh O‘Laoghaire O‘Ros CD RA CGC

Kelly looks forward to an equally successful career, beginning today in the obedience ring!  
As A Cheile O‘Ros CGC

We all want to thank Judie- Mom, Grandmamma, Chauffeur, Kennel Help, general schlepper & friend extraordinaire- we couldn’t do it without you!

We can* get you Wolfhound-sized savings on your telephone service!  
Any number of business or residential lines, anywhere in the US!  
Maintenance/repair for most phone systems in MD/DC/NoVA/DE/parts of PA  
24/7/365#  
410-897-4856  
al@siliconvalleytelecom.com  
www.siliconvalleytelecom.com

*probably #except during specialties
Obedience Trial Classes.
Ring 2
Judge: Janet Lewis

Janet Lewis taught for 37 years at Juniata College. Philosophy and Writing. She still teaches classes in Logic every year. In addition to being an AKC judge of tracking, rally and obedience, she has exhibited her own dogs in obedience, tracking, rally and occasionally even in agility, since the early 1970’s. Her current Border Collie is working on an OTCH and a TDX. As a judge the thing she enjoys most is seeing teams having fun in her ring. “All my dogs love obedience,” she says, “and there’s no reason any dog would not have a good time. No dog, no matter what breed, is born thinking obedience is ‘boring’ or that rally is ‘too hard’. It’s the trainers that give their dogs perspective in the ring. I love seeing a dog (and trainer) who WANTS to get into that ring; who are SO proud of what they’re doing. Sure everybody gets nervous... but there’s always chocolate (and a little nip of something or other) for the trainer, and really good treats for the dog.

Open A.

NQ 350 KELLAMORE IONA CD RE AJP NAP. HP19367504. 12/01/2005.  
Breeder: Joanne Buehner Brown. By: CH Karontara Starkeeper Dylan -  CH Kellamore C'est La Vie CD RE AX AXJ AJP NFP VC. Owner: Janet Quiesser.

Awards: First: NQ Score NQ
Novice B.

NQ 351 GLENAMADDA ZAREK O’BELTANE. HP32143002. 07/04/2008.


Awards: First: NQ Score NQ
Second NQ Score NQ

Beginners Novice B.

NQ 353 AS A CHEILE O’ROS. HP41964202. 07/18/2009.

1 354 TALIESIN’S WISE ANAM CARA CD. HP26960206. 07/30/2007.

Awards: First: 354 Score 188
Second NQ Score NQ

Highest Scoring dog In Trial: NQ

Highest scoring Champion of Record in Obedience: NQ

Highest scoring dog in Obedience with Lure Coursing Title: NQ
Rally Competition.
Judge: Janet Lewis

Excellent B.


Awards: First: 360 Score 92

Excellent A.


Awards: First: 363 Score 81

Advanced A.

1  364 FINNEGAN RN. PAL251600. 10/07/2007. Owner: Susan Montgomery

Awards: First: 364 Score 77
Novice A.


1 367 EIRIANS PIZAZZ. HP41279809. 08/02/2011. Breeder: Mary Ellen Shriver. By: DC Eirian Cool Jazz Running - Eirian’s All That Jazz. Owner: Mary Ellen & Geoffrey Shriver.

EX 368 EIRIANS JAZZ FUSION. HP41279808. 08/02/2011. Breeder: Mary Ellen Shriver. By: DC Eirian Cool Jazz Running - Eirian’s All That Jazz. Owner: Mary Ellen & Geoffrey Shriver.


Awards: First: 367 Score 92
Second 369 Score 81
Novice B.

1 373 STARKEEPER KELLMORE KARLOTTA. HP36088203.
   05/21/2009. Breeder: Jocelyne Gagne & Susan Prokopenko. By:
   Glenamadda Starkeeper Armagh - Starkeeper Glenamadda Victoria.
   Owner: Joanne Buehner Brown & Jocelyne Gagne & Susan Prokopenko.

  Owner: Susan Montgomery.

Awards: First: 373 Score 91

Highest Scoring AKC Champion in Rally: ________

Highest Scoring Champion of Record in Rally: ________

Highest Scoring Dog in Rally with Lure Coursing Title: 369
The Potomac Valley Irish Wolfhound Club would like to extend a special thank you to our Contributors

Thank you for your generous donations!

Doug Marx and Amy Benjamin

Diane Cameron Reba

David B. Williamson

Berne Smith

Carnasserie, Reg.
in appreciation to the PVIWC Show Committee.

Frances Abrams
in memory of Miles.

The McMullen Family & DePaul’s Urban Farm
in memory of Art King.

The O’Learys

PVIWC thanks the donors who provided the goody bags for our guests in honor of our 25th anniversary show: 4 Paws Spa & Training center, Carole Silverthorne, Lisa McKinney, Jodie and Judie Jeweler, Tom and Susan Hertz, Tammy Aube, J & J Dog Supplies, Harford County Tourism, Baron’s K9 Country Store, Diane Reba.

And to many others for their time, effort and talents - thank you!
Exhibitors Index

-- A --

Abrams, Frances, C. Leanne Howard   1899 Hilt Rd   Yellow Springs, OH  45387   Entries:  156
Abrams, Frances, Donna Brown & Marvin Shultz   1899 Hilt Rd   Yellow Springs, OH  45387   Entries:  067
Arn, Dorothy   1460 Old Waynesburg Rd   Eubank, KY  42567   Entries: 038, Swps (328)
Atkinson, Celeste, Donna & David Smith   149 Maplewood Ave   Hamilton, ON L8M 1X3   Entries:  021, Swps (315)

-- B --

Bernardi, R & G, Melanie Mercer, DVM   PO Box 275   Edwardsville, IL  62025   Entries: 122
Bernardi, R & G, Melanie Mercer, D.V.M.   PO Box 275   Edwardsville, IL  62025   Entries: 120
Bernardi, Robert & Gretchen   PO Box 275   Edwardsville, IL  62025   Entries: 121
Bregy, Jill, Barbara Whitney   167 Lyons Plains   Weston, CT  06883   Entries: 160
Bregy, Jill, Susan Bleakley   167 Lyons Plains Rd   Weston, CT  06883   Entries: 158
Bregy, Jill R   167 Lyons Plains   Weston, CT  06883   Entries: 055
Brown, Donna   8717 South Lowell Rd   Bahama, NC  27503   Entries: 133
Brown, Donna, Doug Marx & Amy Benjamin   8717 South Lowell Rd   Bahama, NC  27503   Entries: 190
Buehner Brown, Joanne, Jocelyne Gagne   5695 Chapman Rd   Delaware, OH  43015   Entries: Rally 360
Buehner Brown, Joanne, Jocelyne Gagne & Susan Prokopenko   5695 Chapman Rd   Delaware, OH  43015   Entries: 084, Obed 352, Rally 373
Buehner Brown, Joanne, Jocelyne Gagne   5695 Chapman Rd   Delaware, OH  43015   Entries: 014, Swps (304)

-- C --

Carter, Ben, Susan Prokopenko & Jocelyne Gagne   220 Roanoke Ave   Riverhead, NY  11901   Entries: 105
Chantelois, Judith, Brynley Dolman & Pamela Murphy   3530 Sanders Creek Rd   Dillwyn, VA  23936   Entries: 039, Swps (331)
Cline, Jeff, Rick Devor   294 Creek Rd   Aspers, PA  17304   Entries: 069
Cline, Jeff, Vanessa Weber   294 Creek Rd Aspers, PA  17304   Entries: 060
Coen, Robin & Chris, ME Shriver   11 Broad View Place   Flemington, NJ  08822   Entries: Swps (003), 007, Rally 366

-- D --

Day, Karen, Jocelyne Gagne   184 14TH Concession RR#1 Puslinch, ON N0B 2J0   Entries: 154
Dolan Green, Julia, Cynthia Patterson   6401 Sweet Meadow Ct   Laytonsllie, MD  20881   Entries: 033, Swps (325)

-- F --

Fitzgerald, John E   170 Beach ST   Wickford, RI  02852   Entries: 103
Fitzgerald, John E, J. Gagne   170 Beach ST   Wickford, RI  02852   Entries: 074
Flynn, Robert & Estelle   1300 East View Dr   Cazenovia, NY  13035   Entries: 142, 094, 116, 020, Swps (314), Rally 371
Forman, Lisa Dube, B Forman & Ballyhara   61 Patch Land   Lake Placid, NY  12946   Entries: 117
Forman, Lisa Dube & Bob   61 Patch Lane   Lake Placid, NY  12946   Entries: 101, 178, 064, 138, 90

-- G --

Gagne, Jocelyne   128 Pearson RD   Welland, ON L3BV5N4   Entries: 115, 043
Gagne, Jocelyne, S. Prokopenko   128 Pearson Rd   Welland, ON L3B 5N4   Entries: 062
Gagne, Jocelyne, Susan Prokopenko   128 Pearson Rd   Welland, ON L3B 5NR   Entries: 088, 071, 136
Galbraith, Barbara, Richard Merzon   76 Roxiticus Rd   Far Hills, NJ  07931   Entries: 066
Gallier, Monica & Gabrielle   920 Rocky Ford Rd   Powhatan, VA  23139   Entries: Rally 369
Giordano, Joann, David & Donna Smith   2530 Route 212   Coopersburg, PA  18036   Entries: 127
Graves, Robert & Debbie   12350 Sherwood Forest Dr   Mount Airy, MD  21771   Entries: 109
Haskins, William M & Catherine C, Wileen M & Eileen B Flanagan   PO Box 356   Goochland, VA  23063   Entries: 085

Jeweler, Jodie   230 Dubois Rd   Annapolis, MD  21401   Entries: Obed 353
Jeweler, Jodie, Robert J Brehl   230 Dubois Rd   Annapolis, Md  21401   Entries: Rally 362
Johnson, Betty, Roger Johnson & Christine Johnson   939 S Beverwyck Rd   Parsippany, NJ  07354-4341   Entries: 073, 140, 176, 184
Jordan, Carin   75 James Place   Orchard Park, NY  14127   Entries: 129

Ken Neff, Diane Camel &   302 E Mill Rd   Flourtown, P A  19031   Entries: Rally 361, Rally 363, 083, Obed 351
King, Art & Linda   5875 Roach Ridge   Earlysville, VA  22936   Entries: 164, 186
King, Linda   5875 Roach Ridge Rd   Earlysville, VA  22936   Entries: 025, Swps (319)
King, Linda, Margaret LaRosa   5875 Roach Ridge Rd   Earlysville, VA  22936   Entries: 013, Swps (305)
Kneavel-Craley, Alice, Judy Simon   14200 Collins School Rd   Airville, PA  17302   Entries: 032

LaRosa, Margaret, Linda King   906 Circle Dr   Harrisonburg, VA  22801   Entries: 022, Swps (312), 030, Swps (320)
Levin, Marian, Donita Osborne   922 Elmore Rd   Eagleville, TN  37060   Entries: 102
Levin, Marian, Robin Pline   922 Elmore Rd   Eagleville, TN  37060   Entries: 172
Linden, Anne, Doona DiStefano   20 Hawksvilite Lane   Accord, NY  12404   Entries: 168
Linden, Anne, Raven-Wolf Axelrod & Roger Johnson   20 Hawksvilite Lane   Accord, NY  12404   Entries: 118
Lindley, Glynis   776 Highway 113   Robersville, TN  37857   Entries: 114, 028, Swps (322)

Martino, Michele   15 Ladieu Rd   Plainfield, NJ  07871   Entries: 087
Marx, Doub, Amy Benjamin   PO Box 126   Lewisville, PA  19351   Entries: 050, Swps (342)
Marx, Doug, Amy Benjamin   PO Box 126   Lewisville, Pa  19351   Entries: 170, 192
Marx, Doug, Amy Benjamin & Donita Osborne   PO Box 126   Lewisville, Pa  19351   Entries: 194
Marx, Doug, Amy Benjamin   PO Box 126   Lewisville, Pa  19351   Entries: 061, 112, 093, 134, 150
Marx, Doug, Amy Benjamin   PO Box 126   Lewisville, Pa  19351   Entries: 080, Swps (344)
Marx, Doug, Amy Benjamin & Glenn Myer   PO Box 126   Lewisville, Pa  19351   Entries: 054, Swps (338)
Marx, Doug, Amy Benjamin   PO Box 126   Lewisville, Pa  19351   Entries: 052, Swps (340)
Maskery, Bernadette L, Noreen & Chet Chase   18 S Bell Rd   Bellmawr, NJ  08031   Entries: 072
McCarthy, Deirdre   141 Joe Williams Rd   Rutledge, TN  37861   Entries: 070, 036, Swps (326)
McDonald, Sam Houston   2301 Eagle Farms Rd   Chester Springs, PA  19425   Entries: 123, , Swps (323), 025, Swps (321), 024, Swps (318)
McDonald, Sam Houston, Joe & Kathy Roland   2301 Eagle Farms Rd   Chester Springs, PA  19425   Entries: 124
McDonald, Sam Houston, Joe M Roland   2301 Eagle Farms Rd   Chester Springs, PA  19425   Entries: 096
McDonald, Sam Houston, Joe Roland   2301 Eagle Farms Rd   Chester Springs, PA  19425   Entries: 107
Meeks, Darryl L, Lynne W Meeks   2001 Phelps West Road   Fuquay-Varina, NC  27526   Entries: 042, Swps (330)
Milne, David & Margie, Donna Smith   150 Creek Rd   Phillipsburg, NJ  08865   Entries: 099, 023, Swps (317)
Monahan, Donna   690 Trebo Rd   Chester, VT  05143-8801   Entries: 075
Monahan, Donna, Robin Pline   1515 Airport Rd   N Clarendon, VT  05759   Entries: 113
Montgomery, Susan   6749 Pine Dr   Columbia, MD  21046   Entries: Rally , 018, Swps (306), Rally 366, Rally 374, Rally 364
Morfit, Van & Susan   10509 Mercado Way   Montgomery Village, MD  20886   Entries: 082
Mudd-Pohl, Cindy, Kenneth C Pohl Sr   720 Saxonburg Road   Butler, PA  16002   Entries: 016, Rally 370
Myer, Glenn   280 Hossler Rd   Manheim, PA  17545   Entries: 056, Swps (346)
Myer, Glenn H   280 Hessler Road   Manheim, PA  17545   Entries: 092

Nelson, Charlotte, Steve Witman   135 Plymouth Ct   Wyomissing, PA  19610-2653   Entries: 015, Swps (309), 017, Swps (311)
Neu, Brenda, Bill Neu   9776 Five Forks Rd   Farmville, VA  23901   Entries: 041, Swps (333)
Nienstedt, Bruce & Veronica   636 Main St Pattenburg   Asbury, NJ  08802   Entries: Rally 365, Obed 354
O’Malley, Mary, Debbie Sharpe  7420 Scarborough St  Springfield, VA  22153-1827  Entries: 182
Osborne, Donita, K&D Yorke  9970 9th Conc RR#1  Essex, Ont  N8M 2X5  Entries: 089
Osborne, Doniat, D. Marx & Amy Benjamin  9970 9th Conc RR#1  Essex, Ont  N8M 2X5  Entries: 130

Patterson, Cynthia & Dave  1117 Clark Rd  Rutledge, TN  37861  Entries: 037, Swps (329), 048, Swps (336)

Quiesser, Janet  2251 Pony Farm Rd  Maidens, VA  23102  Entries: Obed 350, 009, Swps (301)

Rabideau, Dr & Mrs R  22 Peebles Dr  Freelton, ON  C0R 1K0  Entries: 078
Roland, Joe & Kathy  456 Kenny Rd  Sinking Spring, PA  19608  Entries: 079, 035, Swps (327), 044, Swps (332)
Roland, Joe & Kathy, Sam Houston McDonald  456 Kenny Dr  Sinking Springs, PA  19608  Entries: 110

Schaeffer, Christopher & Julie  4556 Webster Rd  Fredonia, NY  14063  Entries: 144, 051
Schneidman, Gahb  8691 Farmville Rd  Farmville, VA  23901  Entries: 102
Shaw, Marilyn, R. Greg Shaw  143 Auxier Dr  Jacksonboro, TN  37757  Entries: 100
Shaw, Marilyn & R. Greg, Robert & Debbie Graves  143 Auxier Dr  Jacksonboro, TN  37751  Entries: 097
Shaw, R Greg & Marilyn  143 Auxier Dr  Jacksonboro, TN  37751  Entries: 125
Shriver, Mary Ellen & Geoffrey  2261 Meadowbrook Dr  Schnecksville, PA  18078  Entries: Swps (310), 010, Rally 368, 008, Rally 372, Swps (308)
Simon, Dr Lynn  31903 Feldspar St NW  Princeton, MN  55371  Entries: 162, 148, 068
Simon, Lynn M  31903 Feldspar St NW  Princeton, MN  55371-5037  Entries: 126, 045, 034, Swps (324), 011, Swps (007)
Smalley, Constance, Donna Brown  8717 South Lowell Rd  Bahama, NC  27503  Entries: 046, Swps ()
Smith, B. Berne  1121 Deer Crossing Lane  Orange, VA  22960  Entries: 063, 049, 081, 095
Smith, Donna & David  2530 Rte 212  Coopersburg, PA  18036  Entries: 031, 104, 111, 040, 057
Spaulding, Anne, Barbara Kunkel  PO Box 1536  Silverton, OR  97381  Entries: 135
St Clair, Dane Emerson, Audrey E St Clair  537 Hackman Rd  Lititz, PA  17543  Entries: 128, 098
Stobart, Bev & Sue, Gretchen Bernardi  18025 S Wilmoth Rd  Pleasant Hill, MO  64080  Entries: 146, 012, Swps (302)
Sula, Donna, Jennifer Sula  201 Snook Rd  Goffstown, NH  03045  Entries: 132
Sula, Jennifer  230 White Plains Rd  Webster, NH  03303  Entries: 077

Vaughn, Linda & Bill, Donna R Smith & David Smith  5092 Dunton Rd  Rushville, NY  14544  Entries: 091
Vaughn, William & Linda  5092 Dunton Rd  Rushville, NY  14544  Entries: 166

Williamson, David B  PO Box 7088  North Augusta, SC  29861  Entries: 119
Wortman, Rosemary, Amanda J Murphy  Redtop IW’s 121 Norcross Hill  Baldwinville, MA  01436-1507  Entries: 086
Wortman, Rosemary E  Redtop IWs 121 Norcross Hill  Baldwinville, MA  01436-1509  Entries: 065, 058, Swps (348)
Wright, Audrey  496 Hopkins Cemetery Rd  Harrington, DE  19952  Entries: 180
Wright, Audrey, J. Gagne & S. Prokopenko  496 Hopkins Cemetery RD  Harrington, DE  19952  Entries: 053

Yorke, Kathy & Dwayne  7 Erinwood Dr  Erin, ON  N0B 1T0  Entries: 152, 026,  Swps (313), Swps (316), 019
The Standard of Excellence
for the Irish Wolfhound

General Appearance -- Of great size and commanding appearance, the Irish Wolfhound is remarkable in combining power and swiftness with keen sight. The largest and tallest of the galloping hounds, in general type he is a rough-coated, Greyhound-like breed; very muscular, strong though gracefully built; movements easy and active; head and neck carried high, the tail carried with an upward sweep with a slight curve towards the extremity. The minimum height and weight of dogs should be 32 inches and 120 pounds; of bitches, 30 inches and 105 pounds, these to apply only to hounds over 18 months. Anything below this should be debarred from competition. Great size, including height at shoulder and proportionate length of body, is the desideratum to be aimed at, and it is desired to firmly establish a race that shall average from 32 to 34 inches in dogs, showing the requisite power, activity, courage and symmetry.

Head -- Long, the frontal bones of the forehead very slightly raised and very little indentation between the eyes. Skull, not too broad. Muzzle, long and moderately pointed. Ears, small and Greyhound-like in carriage.

Neck -- Rather long, very strong and muscular, well arched, without dewlap or loose skin about the throat.


Tail -- Long and slightly curved, of moderate thickness, and well covered with hair.

Belly -- Well drawn up.

Forequarters -- Shoulder, muscular, giving breadth of chest, set sloping. Elbows well under, neither turned inwards nor outwards. Leg -- forearm muscular, and the whole leg strong and quite straight.

Hindquarters -- Muscular thighs and second thigh long and strong as in the Greyhound, and hocks well let down and turning neither in nor out.

Feet -- Moderately large and round, neither turned inwards nor outwards. Toes, well arched and closed. Nails, very strong and curved.

Hair -- Rough and hard on body, legs and head; especially wiry and long over eyes and under jaw.

Color and Markings -- The recognized colors are gray, brindle, red, black, pure white, fawn, or any color that appears in the Deerhound.

Faults -- Too light or heavy a head, too highly arched frontal bone; large ears and hanging flat to the face; short neck; full dewlap; too narrow or too broad a chest; sunken or hollow or quite straight back; bent forelegs; overbent fetlocks; twisted feet; spreading toes; too curly a tail; weak hindquarters and a general want of muscle; too short in body; lips or nose liver-colored or lacking pigmentation.
Raise a cup of "dog show" coffee !!!
to three beautiful souls gone but not forgotten

Taliesin Irish Wolfhounds

David, Donna & Michaela Smith
Coopersburg, PA

www.TaliesinIrishWolfhounds.com